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100% NATURAL
Today, as in the past: Natural.
Alkaline.
Nothing was really known about the
so-called acid mantle in earlier times. The
amniotic fluid surrounding the fetus is consistently alkaline. Likewise, newborns do
not have an acid mantle – it is only formed
as they grow up. Our ancestors already
knew this, which is why it was quite natural
for them to clean themselves using alkaline
products. Other great cultures, such as
that of the Egyptians, also bear witness to
the knowledge of alkaline body care. For
example, the Egyptians used to bathe in
Lake Natrun, a soda lake, to regenerate.

ANACOS FORMULA FACTS
YES 1 0 0 % N AT URAL CONTENT

NO NUTS

NO SILICON O I L S

YES A LKALIN E

NO PARABENS

YE S SUITABLE FO R VE GANS

NO A LUMIN IUM C OM POUNDS

NO PEG

NO SYNTH ETIC CO L O R S

NO A N IMAL B Y-P RODUCTS

NO PETRO-CH EM ICALS

NO WH EAT

NO A N IMAL T E S T ING

NO RETINOL

NO MIN E RA L OILS

NO PRESERVATIV ES

THE ADVANTAGES
•

Composition of salt and dolomite rock

•

Himalayan crystal salt

•

Cleansing

•

Dolomite with a high degree of purity (99.2%)

•

With natural minerals and trace elements
such as magnesium, potassium and iron

For good reason: ANACOS.
With ANACOS SANUSLIFE has created
a natural cosmetics range with a high
alkaline value. The aim of this range is to
neutralize, dissolve, excrete and gently
treat harmful substances through the sweat
and sebaceous glands using sufficient,
quality minerals, alkaline baths and
alkaline cosmetic products. Thus guaranteeing and supporting the skin‘s constant
regeneration process. All quality products
are characterized by natural ingredients
of the highest purity, which are also
protected from the negative information
of electromagnetic fields with the help of
Memon technology. The main ingredients
of the ANACOS cosmetics range are
dolomite powder, aloe vera juice, olive oil
and evening primrose oil.

Natural. Packaging.
It‘s not just the tubes that are ecologically
sustainable in the new ANACOS line,
but the packaging is too. These are
made of „natural cardboard“. Natural
cardboard, also called Kraft cardboard,
is brown cardboard made of solid board
containing recycled fibers. Natural
cardboard consists exclusively of natural
fibers (primary and secondary fibers) and
does not contain any chemical or artificial
additives.

•

Variety of applications, e.g. for various baths,
compresses, socks, clothes, massages and
face masks

•

No alcohol, aluminum, fragrances or any
chemical additives

•

Suitable for men and women of all ages

•

Vegan

INTO THE TUB INSTEAD OF THE DEAD SEA!
Even ancient rulers are said to have gone
on pilgrimage to the Dead Sea for healing
bathing cures. It was already known then that
the water with its high salt concentration and
minerals had positive effects on the body. The
knowledge of the properties of these unique
baths has been preserved until today. And is
still appreciated today. Many pleasure bathers still travel long distances to recuperate
by splashing in salty spas.

If you have ANACOS bath salt, you don‘t have to travel long distances. The tub‘s fine. Just turn
on the tap, add a portion of ANACOS bath salt to the tub, enjoy a nice bath at home and relax.

Ingredients (INCI): Sodium Chloride/Maris Sal, Sodium Bicarbonate, Natrium Hydrogen Carbonate, Silica, Calcium
Carbonate, Magnesium Carbonate.

SPECIAL FEATURES...
The special feature in ANACOS bath salt is the rich dolomite powder content. The name comes from the French geologist Déodat Gratet de
Dolomieu, who discovered the rock in the 18th century. The rock is unique due to its purity (99.2% dolomite with a minimal calcite content).
When applied externally, the salt and dolomite mixture can swell the layered mineral flakes with liquid and unfold its cleansing effect fully.
This product is equipped with technology that protects the contents from negative information from electromagnetic fields. Developed in collaboration with memon® bionic instruments GmbH.

APPLICATION POSSIBILITIES OF THE ALKALINE NATURAL
BATH SALT ANACOS BATH SALT
ALKALINE FOOT BATH

ALKALINE SPORTS SOCKS

Put 1-2 teaspoons of ANACOS

One day before sport: Dissolve 2 teaspoons of ANACOS bath salt

bath salt into warm water.

into 0.5 liter of water, briefly soak the sport socks and then let

Alternatively take an alternati-

them dry. Wear them the next day for sport. This helps to prevent

ve foot bath, alternating warm

stiff muscles.

and cold. Enjoy the foot bath
for 30-60 minutes, then let the feet rest in a resting bath for 1-2
hours.

ALKALINE LONG-SLEEVED COTTON SHIRT
Dissolve 1-2 heaped teaspoon of ANACOS bath salt in 1 liter of
water at body temperature and place the shirt in. Subsequently,

ALKALINE HAND BATH

you can put the wet shirt on overnight and put 1-2 large, dry

Add 1 pinch of ANACOS bath salt in cold water and bathe your

shirts on top. The long-sleeved shirt should not be too tight.

hands in it for 3-5 minutes. This gives beautiful well-groomed
hands!

ALKALINE SALT MASSAGE
Put ANACOS bath salt on wet

ALKALINE SALT COMPRESS

skin and massage them in. After

Dissolve 1 heaped teaspoon of

application, wash the skin with

ANACOS bath salt in 0.5 to 1

water or take a shower.

liter of water at body temperature. After you have applied

ALKALINE FACE MASK

the wrap, keep the affected

Mix and stir 1-2 level teaspoons of ANACOS bath salt in a bowl

body area warm and dry.

of water at body temperature until a pulpy mass is formed. Apply
the mixture, leave on for 5-10 minutes and then rinse off. This is

ALKALINE SALT SOCKS

especially recommended for skin problems on the face or body.

Dissolve 1 heaped teaspoon of ANACOS bath salt in 0.5 to 1
liter of water at body temperature. Place a pair of socks into the
sauer
basisch
water, until they are soaked. Subsequently, you can put the wet
socks on overnight and a pair of large, dry socks over the top.
The socks should not be too tight. If your feet get cold then warm
them up with a water bottle.

Your referrer:

Other products to support your
acid-alkaline balance:

ANACOS
deodorant

ANACOS
ANACOS
face cream hand cream

ANACOS
body lotion

ANACOS
hair & body

SANUSSTORE
Water and more.
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